Talking Points

- NAZ supports NAZ anchor school options because evidence indicates NAZ scholars benefit more from the relationship with their coach when they also attend a NAZ Anchor School compared to scholars who do not.
- We have added support within our Anchor Schools through staff and resources.
- The anchor school guidebook provides additional information about our Anchor Schools.
- We encourage all families to investigate the options for each scholar in their home.

Logistics

Family Achievement Coaches are expected to contact all families on their rosters to discuss school choice for the 2020-2021 school year:

- Enter notes and log activity as normal.
  - Please note if families need further support to select school, navigate existing school, or want more information about choosing a high performing school.
  - Please note families preference of school attendance: online, hybrid, in-person.
- Manage goals and steps as normal. Remember, education goals are set on scholar records.